
Stadium Security Specialists

Providing a safe environment for people at a sports ground is a wide-ranging responsibility for sports ground 
management. This includes the management of crowd disorder and other anti-social behaviour by groups or 

individuals which could cause physical harm or injury to people at the ground.

Based on information for the 2016 to 2017 season there were 1,638 football-related arrests, the 3 most common offence types were 
public disorder (31%), violent disorder (21%) and alcohol offences (16%).

It’s not just crowd disorder which safety officers have to consider, the threat of terrorism in crowded places is growing and 
can come in many different forms, vehicles as a weapon, co-ordinated gun attacks, individual gun attacks and person borne 

explosive devices.

About OCS and Dallmeier

OCS is a national provider of security systems and manned 
guarding. One of our key strengths is the ability to provide fully 
integrated electronic systems and manned guarding solutions 
under a single management structure. We are passionate 
about ground safety, and we offer a wide range of surveillance 
CCTV security systems and can supply the latest in camera 
design and operation through our partnerships with the major 
CCTV manufacturers. Dallmeier is one of those partners, they 
are a world leading provider of network-based video surveillance 
and an expert in stadium security. Together, we can offer a 
solution for stadium security which is world leading.

Unique Multi Focal Technology

The Dallmeier Panomera camera was especially developed for 
video surveillance of expansive areas. It can survey large widths 
of area along with large distances providing levels of resolution 
usually only achieved with multiple cameras.

Its unique Multi Focal Sensor system, records the entire scene all 
the time, even when only a small area is being viewed. So you 
will never miss an incident and can retrospectively look at any 
incidents and investigate supporter complaints.

“We are very confident that the 
complete solution inclusive of 
the Panomera multifocal sensor 
system being supplied by Dallmeier 
is the best we could find in the 
market at this time. The product 
gives us the maximum opportunity 
to identify those committing 
offences inside the stadium and 
will greatly assist in reducing crime 
and anti-social behaviour inside 
Goodison Park.”
Source: Goodison Park in Liverpool

It all starts with a conversation.
Call us on 0300 303 4461
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Video Surveillance Funding

To enable non Premier League clubs to update and enhance 
their video surveillance solutions in a cost-effective way the 
FOSA has set up a supplier partnership scheme.

 + Free on-site system audit

 + Preferred pricing from OCS and Dallmeier

 + Funding support from the FSOA

 + Short term installation for high category games

OCS has worked recently with Leighton Orient and Wycombe
Wanderers to upgrade their security system. Both clubs 
received a significant reduction in the overall cost as part of 
OCS and Dallmeier’s partnership scheme with the FSOA.

“The camera is fine - we have no 
issues with it. We have used the 
camera many times to apprehend 
supporters which with our 
standard camera’s we would have 
missed, we have confirmed arrests 
and the footage clearly identifies 
culprits to the police”
Premiership Club Stadium Manager

It all starts with a conversation.
Call us on 0300 303 4461

Why choose OCS and Dallmeier?

 + Proven experience in the stadia sector
 + OCS has installed Dallmeier surveillance technology in the 

following clubs: Arsenal, Chelsea and Bournemouth
 + Multi-focal sensor technology – which means everything 

is in view
 + Utilised by multiple venues at the 2018 FIFA World Cup 

Russia
 + Leasing options available
 + Recommended by the FSOA (Football Safety Officers 

Association)

Other benefits

 + The use of Panomera cameras is a cost-effective solution, 
reducing the infrastructure requirements and number of 
cameras required

 + Match day support provided by a trained OCS technician
 + Pre-season and mid-season preventative maintenance 

checks

Complete Stadia Security Solutions

Perimeter security in line with the latest Counter Terror advice, 
which provides complete observational awareness of the 
Stadium for monitoring unusual behaviour and crowd patterns 
both pre and post event.

Training ground security including Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition (ANPR), access control and remote access to 
cameras between the Stadium and Training grounds. The 
surveillance system is designed to include installation flexibility 
for various stadium configurations, and the systems installed 
are in line with current Sports Ground Safety Authority 
guidelines.

Der panomera® Effect
Highest detail resolution at every distance

The mobile solution delivers unsurpassed flexibility and rapid response times via the Panomera® Mobile Communicator. The 
pictures from the Panomera® can be displayed on an iPhone or iPad, for example, so images of suspicious individuals can be sent 
immediately to the handheld devices of security personnel in the stadium.   

HIGH DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY OF RECORDINGS
The hallmarks of Dallmeier recording systems are supreme quality and reliability. The highest possible degree of availability is 
guaranteed by RAID 6 and redundant power supply units. The LGC Forensics certification (formerly Kalagate) ensures that the 
image material is admissible as evidence in a court of law.
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HIGHEST IMAGE QUALITY IN ALL RANGES
Each sensor defines its own contrast, white balance, 
exposure, sharpness and focus. This enables the sys-
tem to deliver a considerably more effective dynamic 
response, and the highest possible image quality for 
the entire scene.

Recording in shade
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Recording in sunlight
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Permanent overview of 
the entire scene

No switch between cameras 
necessary

Zoom area can be selected 
freely

Intuitive control with 
mouse or joystick


